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Abstract: Let G = (V, E) be a graph.  A function ]1,0[: Vg  is 

called a global dominating function (GDF) of G, if for every 
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g of a Graph G is minimal (MGDF) if for all functions 

]1,0[: Vf  such that gf   and )()( vgvf   for at least one 

fVv ,  is not a GDF.  In this paper, we introduce the concept of 

global convexity graph and determine the global convexity graphs 

for some standard graphs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Let ),( EVG   be finite, undirected simple graph with p 

vertices and q edges.  For basic terminology in graphs we 

refer to Chartrand and Lesniak [2]. 

A comprehensive treatment of the fundamentals of 

domination in graphs is given in the book by Haynes et al. [4].  

Surveys several advanced topics on domination is given in the 

book edited by Haynes et al. [5]. 

Sampathkumar [7] introduced the concept of global 

domination. 

A dominating set D of  ),( EVG   is a global dominating 

set of G if D is also a dominating set of the complement G  of 

G.  The minimum cardinality of a global dominating set of G 

is called the global domination number of G and is denoted by  

)(Gg  or simply .g  

In [1] we have introduced the concept of fractional global 

domination. 

Definition 1.1:[1] A function ]1,0[: Vg  is called a 

global dominating function (GDF) of a graph G=(V,E) if for 

every   
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A GDF g of a graph G is called minimal (MGDF) if for all 

functions ]1,0[: Vf  such that gf   and )()( vgvf   for at 

least one fVv ,  is not a GDF.  The fractional global 

domination number )(Gfg  and the upper fractional global 

domination number )(Gfg  are defined as follows:  

 GggGfg  of MGDFan  is :min)(    and  
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 GggGfg  of MGDF a is :max)(  . 

Definition 1.2: [1] Let f be a GDF of a graph G.  The 

positive set fP  of f and the boundary set fB  of f are defined 

as  0)(:  vfVvPf  and fff NNB   where 
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Definition 1.3: Let f  be a GDF of a graph with positive set 

fP  and boundary set fB .  We say that fB  globally 

dominates fP if for every vertex ,ff BPv   there exists a 

vertex  fNu  such that u is adjacent to v or there exists a 

vertex  fNu  such that u is not adjacent to v and we write 

.fgf PB   

Theorem 1.4: [1] A GDF f of a graph G is an MGDF if and 

only if .fgf PB     

Definition 1.5: Let f and g be GDFs of G and let .10     

Then gfh )1(    is called a convex combination of f 

and g. 

Theorem 1.6: [1] Let f and g be two minimal GDFs of G 

and let  .10    Then gfh )1(    is a minimal GDF of 

G if and only if     .gfggfgf PPNNNN     

The above theorem shows that if f and g are MGDFs of G 

then either all convex combinations of f and g are MGDFs or 

no convex combination of f and g is an MGDF.  Hence 

analogous to the concept of convexity graph with respect to 

MDFs introduced by Cockayne et al. [3], we introduce the 

concept of global convexity graph with respect to MGDFs 

and initiate a study of the same.  We determine the global 

convexity graphs of some standard graphs. 

II. GLOBAL CONVEXITY GRAPH 

Let  denote the set of all MGDFs of a graph G.  We 

define a relation   on  as follows.  For gf , , gf  if 

and only if  gfgf NNNN  ,  and .gf PP    Clearly    is an 

equivalence relation on   and   is partitioned into a finite 

number of equivalence classes. 

Definition 2.1: Let  tXXXX ,,, 21   be the set of all 

equivalence classes of   with respect to the equivalence 

relation  .  We define the global convexity graph (GCG) of 

G, denoted by )(GCg , by    tg XXXXGCV ,,,)( 21   and 

ji XX ,  are adjacent if and only if there exist iXf  and 

jXg  such that any convex combination of f and g is an 

MGDF of G.  
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We proceed to determine the global convexity graphs of 

some standard graphs.  The following observation is useful in 

this regard. 

Observation 2.2: If there exists a dominating set S of G 

such that fN  contains S for all MGDFs f of G or if there exists 

a dominating set T of G such that fN  contains T for all 

MGDFs f of G, then it follows from Theorem 1.6 that 

)(GCg is complete. 

Observation 2.3: For any complete graph nK , we have 

.)( 1KKC ng    In fact if g is any MGDF of nK , then 1)( vg  

for all  .nKVv          

Theorem 2.4: For the complete bipartite graph ,,srKG   

we have   .)(
1212 

 srKGCg   

Proof: Let  YX ,  be the bipartition of G with rX   and 

.sY    Let S and T be nonempty subjects of X and Y 

respectively.  

Define ]1,0[)(: GVg  by  ; if 
||

1
)( Su

S
ug   

otherwise 0)(; if 
||

1
)(  ugTu

T
ug  

Then g is an MGDF of G with 

,TSPg  )()( TSGVNg  and ).(GVYXNg    Thus 

each pair  TS,  where S is a nonempty subset of X and T is a 

nonempty subset of Y  gives an MGDF of G and if 

   2211 ,, TSTS  , then the corresponding MGDFs determine 

two distinct equivalence classes.  Thus we have   1212  sr  

equivalence classes of MGDFs. 

We now claim that these are the only equivalence classes of 

MGDFs for G.  Let f be any MGDF of G with TSPf
  

where XS  and .YT   Clearly if ,Xu  then   

.1)()(

)(

 
 



uNv Sv

vfvf  Similarly, .1)( 
Tv

vf  It follows 

from the minimality that 1)( 
Sv

vf  and .1)( 
Tv

vf  Hence 

the number of equivalence classes of MGDFs of G is 

  1212  sr .  Also VN f   for all MGDFs and it follows 

from Observation 2.2 that )(GCg is complete.  Thus 

  .)(
1212 

 srKGCg  

Corollary 2.5: For the star ,,1 nK  we have .)(
12,1 

 nKKC ng  

Theorem 2.6: For the wheel ,415 CKW   we have 

.)( 95 KWCg   

Proof: Let   },,,,{ 432105 vvvvvWV   and  5WE  

}.,,,{}41:{ 144332210 vvvvvvvvivv i    Let g be any MGDF of  

5W .  Since 0v is an isolated vertex in ,5W  .1)( 0 vg   Also 
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31

1

1)()()(

vNu

vgvgug  and .1)()()(

)(

42

2






vNu

vgvgug  

It follows from the minimality of g that 1)()( 31  vgvg  and 

.1)()( 42  vgvg   

Now, let 11)( vg  and 22 )( vg  so that 13 1)( vg  

and ,1)( 24 vg  where .1,0 21     Hence there are nine 

equivalence classes of MGDFs of 5W .  Since 

1)()()()()( 04231  vgvgvgvgvg it follows that VNg   

for all MGDF g.  Hence it follows from Observation 2.2 that 

)( 5WCg is complete. Thus .)( 95 KWCg   

Theorem 2.7: For any graph G on n vertices with 

,1)(  nG  we have .)(
31 nKKGCg    

Proof: Let },,,{)( 21 nvvvGV  and let nuuu ,,, 21   be the 

pendent vertices of 1KG  adjacent to nvvv ,,, 21  respectively.  

Define   ]1,0[: 1 KGVg   by iivg )( and iiug 1)(  

where .10  i  We claim that g is an MGDF of .1KG    

Obviously, 




][

1)(

iuNw

wg  and 
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1)(

ivNw

wg  for all .,,2,1 ni    

Also 




)(

.1)(

iuNw

wg   Since ,1)()deg(  nGvi   there exists a 

vertex kv  such that kv  is not adjacent to iv  and hence 






)(

.1)()()()(

ivNw

kki ugvgvgwg   Hence g is a GDF of 

.1KG    Since 1)()(  ii vgug for all ,i  it follows that g is an 

MGDF of .1KG    If ,0i  then fi Pu   and fi Pv  .  If 

,1i  then fi Pv   and fi Pu  .  If ,10  i  then ., fii Pvu    

Thus we have n3  MGDFs and all of them have distinct 

positive sets.  Thus we have n3  equivalence classes of 

MGDFs of .1KG    We now claim that these are the only 

equivalence classes of MGDFs for .1KG   

Let f be any MGDF of .1KG    Then 

.1)()()(

][


 iuNw

ii vfufwf   It follows from the minimality 

of  f  that 1)()(  ii vfuf  for all .i  Hence   .3)( 1
n

g KGCV    

Also for all MGDFs g of ,1KG  gN  contains the dominating 

set },,,{ 21 nuuu   of .1KG    Hence it follows from 

Observation 2.2 that the convexity graph of 1KG   is 

complete.  Thus .)(
31 nKKGCg   

It follows from Corollary 2.5 that the convexity graph of 

the path 3P  is isomorphic to .3K   We now proceed to find the 

convexity graphs of the paths 4P and .5P  

Theorem 2.8: For the path 4P , we have .)( 34 KPCg                 

Proof: Let ),,,( 43214 vvvvP   and let ),,,( 4321 g  be 

any MGDF of 4P where .10,)(  iiivg    Then 

1,1,1 314321    and .142    Hence it 

follows that ,32    so that )1,,,1(  g  where 

10   .  Hence there exist exactly three equivalence classes 

of MGDFs of ,4P  corresponding to 0,1    or 10    

and for each of these MGDFs, gN  contains the dominating 

set },{ 41 vv  of .4P   Hence it follows from observation 2.2 that 

the global convexity graph of 4P  is complete.  Hence 

.)( 34 KPCg   

Theorem 2.9: For the path 5P , we have .2)( 345 KKPCg   

Proof: Let ),,,,( 543215 vvvvvP   and ),,,,( 54321 g  

be any MGDF of 5P  where .10,)(  iiivg    Clearly at 

least one of the vertices 21 or  vv  and at least one of the vertices 

54 or  vv  are in .gP   Let 

}.,,,{ 5421 vvvvS   
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If },,{ 51 vvSPg   then 042    and hence we have 

exactly one equivalence class, namely, )1,0,1,0,1(1 g  with 

},,,{ 5311
vvvPg  },,{ 5311

vvvNg   and }.,{ 421
vvNg    

If },,{ 41 vvSPg   then 025    and hence we have 

exactly one equivalence class, namely, )0,1,0,0,1(2 g  with 

},,{ 412
vvPg  VNg 

2
 and }.,,{ 5322

vvvNg        

Similarly, if },,{ 52 vvSPg   then have exactly one 

equivalence class, namely, )1,0,0,1,0(3 g  with 

},,{ 523
vvPg  VNg 

3
 and }.,,{ 4313

vvvNg   

Now suppose }.,{ 42 vvSPg   Then .051     Since 

),()( 3

)( 3

vgug

vNu




 it follows 1)( 3 vg  and we have exactly 

one equivalence class, namely, )0,1,1,1,0(4 g  with 

},,,{ 4324
vvvPg  },{ 514

vvNg   and }.{ 34
vN g          

If },,{ 521 vvvSPg  0)( 4 vg and hence .1)( 5 vg  Now let 

)( 1vg where .10   Then .1)( 2 vg Now,  

1)(

][ 3


 vNu

ug  gives   33)(vg  and since g is an MGDF, it 

follows .3     Hence have exactly one equivalence class, 

namely, )1,0,,1,(5  g where 10    with 

},{ 45
vVPg  },,{ 5315

vvvNg   and }.{ 45
vN g     

Similarly, if },,,{ 421 vvvSPg  then we have exactly one 

equivalence class, namely, )0,1,,,1(6 g where 10    

with },{ 56
vVPg  },{ 516

vvNg   and }.{ 36
vN g    

If },,,{ 541 vvvSPg  then we get exactly one equivalence 

class, namely, ),1,,0,1(7  g where 10    with 

},{ 27
vVPg  },,{ 5317

vvvNg   and }.{ 27
vN g    

If },,,{ 542 vvvSPg  then we get exactly one equivalence 

class, namely, )1,,,1,0(8  g where 10    with 

},{ 18
vVPg  },{ 518

vvNg   and }.{ 38
vN g    

Now let .},,,{ 5421 SvvvvSPg    Then ,10 1    

,1 12   ,10 5   .1 54   we claim that in this case, 

there exist three equivalence classes of MGDFs.  

If ,03  then 1)(

)( 3


 vNu

ug  implies that ,151   so that 

.1 15     Since g is an MGDF, .1 15     Hence we get an 

equivalence class )1,,0,1,( 11119  g  where 10 1    

with },{ 39
vVPg  VNg 

9
 and }.{ 39

vN g    

Now suppose .03  Then 1)(

)( 3


 vNu

ug  gives 

.1 513     Also 1)(

][ 3


 vNu

ug  gives  423 1   

.151    Since g is an MGDF of G it follows 

}.1,1max{ 51513     Also since ,03   it follows 

that .151    Hence we have two equivalence classes of 

MGDFs according as 151   or 151   and they are 

given by ),1,1,1,( 55511110  g  where 

1,0 51    and 10 51   with ,
10

VPg  },{ 5110
vvNg   

and }{ 310
vN g   and ),1,1,1,( 55511111  g  where 

1,0 51    and 151  with ,
11

VPg  },,{ 53111
vvvNg   

and 
11gN . 

Thus there are exactly 11 equivalence classes of MGDFs 

for .5P   Let },,,,{ 10864 ggggA  },,,{ 11751 ggggB   and 

}.,,{ 932 gggC    

By using Theorem 1.6, it can be easily verified that 

34 , KCKBA   and .2 4KBA    Also every 

element of BA is adjacent to every element of C .  Hence 

)2( 34 KKCBA   and thus ).2()( 345 KKPCg     

III.   CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have introduced the concept of global 

convexity graphs and determined the global convexity graphs 

of some standard graphs.  An interesting problem is to 

investigate properties of the global convexity graphs of 

specific families of graphs such as trees and cycles.  Also the 

problem of determining the global convexity graphs of 

arbitrary paths and cycles remains open. 
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